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Collective response of the plasma medium is well known and has been explored extensively in the context
of dusty plasma medium. On the other hand, individual particle response associated with the collisional char-
acter giving rise to dissipative phenomena has not been explored adequately. In this paper two-dimensional
(2-D) molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of dust particles interacting via Yukawa potential has been con-
sidered. It has been shown that disturbances induced in a dust crystal elicit both collective and single particle
responses. Generation of a few particles moving at speeds considerably higher than acoustic and/or shock
speed ( excited by the external disturbance) are observed. This is an indication of a single particle response.
Furthermore, as these individual energetic particles propagate, the dust crystal is observed to crack along
their path. Initially when the energy is high these particles generate secondary energetic particles by colli-
sional scattering process. However, ultimately as these particles slow down they excite collective response
in the dust medium at secondary locations in a region which is undisturbed by the primary external distur-
bance. The condition when the cracking of the crystal stops and collective excitations get initiated has been
identified quantitatively. The trailing collective primary disturbances would thus often encounter a disturbed
medium with secondary and tertiary collective perturbations, thereby suffering significant modification in
its propagation. It is thus clear that there is an interesting interplay (other than mere dissipation) between
the single particle and collective response which governs the dynamics of any disturbance introduced in the
medium.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dusty plasma is a multicomponent plasma which
contains electrons, ions, neutrals and dust grains1 (of
nano2–7 to micrometer scales8–11). Electrons with higher
mobility compared to ions, bombard and stick to the dust
surface, causing the dust grains to acquire high negative
charges. These charged dust particles in the plasma envi-
ronment act as a third species. A micron-size dust grain
typically acquires a charge of the order of 104 − 105 el-
ementary charges. The high value of dust to ion mass
ratio (md/mi), as well as a very low charge to mass ratio
of the dust Qd/md compared to the other two species,
makes the response time of the dust species to be much
longer compared to that of electrons and ions. Thus,
while tracking the dust evolution the response of electron
and ion species can be considered as an instantaneous
inertia-less response. The number density of electron
and ion species can then be taken to follow the Boltz-
mann distribution. The charge on individual dust grains
is assumed to get shielded instantaneously by the lighter
electron and ion species of the plasma. The inter-dust in-
teraction potential is thus a shielded Coulomb potential1
of the form (Q2d/4πǫ0r) exp(−r/λD) which is also termed
as Yukawa potential. Here Qd defines the charge on the
dust and λD is the plasma Debye length.
The presence of charged dust grains as an extra compo-
nent, introduces a rich variety of low-frequency collective
modes12,13 in the plasma. The characteristic eigenmode
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frequencies of the medium being low the dust dynam-
ics can be easily visualized even by a naked eye. The
ratio of the average inter-grain potential energy to the
dust thermal energy defines the coupling parameter, Γ =
Q2d/4πǫ0akBTd, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Td
represents the temperature of the dust and a represents
inter-particle distance. We define Γeff = Γexp(−κ) by
including the shielding factor in the interaction potential
in our Yukawa model, where κ = a/λD is the screen-
ing parameter. The high charge Qd on the dust ensures
that the dust medium can be easily found in a strongly
coupled state14,15 and requires no stringent criteria on
temperature Td and density (through the dependence on
a) to be satisfied. The dusty plasma, thus, exhibits a
wide variety of phases from gaseous to liquid and to crys-
talline state. It has also been found to behave like com-
plex visco - elastic fluids13. The unique property ( re-
sponse at human perceived time and length scales ) of
the dusty plasma along with the ease with which it can
be prepared in a strongly coupled regime, makes it an
ideal medium to explore dynamical processes in different
phases of matter including complex fluids. Particle level
dynamics leading to macroscopic correlated phenomena
can be directly observed and analyzed, for example, the
phenomena of phase transitions16, diffusion, and viscous
effects etc., can be tracked as it is happening.
The collective dynamical properties displayed by the
dusty plasma medium have been investigated thoroughly
by many authors. These include linear excitations ( e.g.
dust acoustic waves17,18, dust lattice wave19–21, dust ion
acoustic waves22,23 and so on), nonlinear response (dust
acoustic solitons24–28, shocks29–32, Korteweg - de Vries
2(KdV) solitons30,33,34, instabilities35–39). The wakes cre-
ated behind a moving disturbance40–45, Mach cones46–48,
precursor solitons or shocks49,50 in flowing dusty plasma,
have also been reported. On the other hand, the scatter-
ing phenomena where particle effects dominate instead
of collective features, has been studied only recently by
Murillo et al.51, for the Yukawa system.
In this work, we illustrate the interplay between single
particle effects and collective phenomena in the context
of dusty plasma depicted by Yukawa interaction through
MD simulations. This paper has been organized as fol-
lows. In Section II we have described the MD Simulations
in detail. In Section III we present our observations which
show cases when single particle effects play a crucial role
in describing the course of collective phenomena. Finally,
Section IV provides the summary of our work.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
An open source MD code, Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
(LAMMPS)52 has been used for present simula-
tions. The dust particles interact with Yukawa (screened
Coulomb) potential. The contribution of lighter electron
and ion species is taken into account in the screening
factor. We carry simulations in a 2-D (X-Y) plane. The
dust density is related to the Wigner Seitz radius in
2-D by the relationship a = (πn2d)
(−1/2). The typical
parameters53 chosen for our simulation studies are as
follows: (i) the mass of the dust grain md = 6.99× 10
−13
Kg, (ii) charge on dust Qd = 11940e (where e is an
electronic charge) and (iii) a = 5.6407 × 10−4 m. The
typical density corresponding to this choice of a, the
average inter-particle separation is nd0 = 1.0× 10
6 m−2.
We have chosen the Debye length λD = 5.6407 × 10
−4
m which is same as a. A two-dimensional periodic
system of 20000 charged point particles are placed in a
simulation box length of Lx = 177a and Ly = 354a along
X and Y directions, respectively. In our simulation, the
cut-off distance for the inter-grain interaction is kept to
be at 20a. For these parameters the characteristic dust
plasma frequency, ωpd =
√
Q2d/2πǫ0mda
3
≃ 22.8630
s−1, corresponds to the dust plasma period 0.2749 s. We
have chosen our simulation time step to be of 0.01ω−1pd ,
which ensures that the phenomena associated with the
dust dynamics can be easily resolved. From henceforth
wherever it is not explicitly mentioned the time and
length scales would be assumed to be normalized by ω−1pd
and a respectively.
Initially, the equilibration of this 2-D dust grain sys-
tem has been achieved using a Nose-Hoover54,55 thermo-
stat by distributing the particles in canonical (NVT) en-
semble. The assigned equilibrium temperature has been
obtained by running NVT thermostat for 1000ω−1pd . Af-
ter that, we have disconnected canonical thermostat and
let the system evolve in the presence of a microcanoni-
cal (NVE) thermostat for an additional time of 1000ω−1pd .
This ascertains that the system finally reaches a thermo-
dynamic equilibrium at the desired temperature. For all
our studies, we have chosen Γeff and κ as 250 and 1.0
respectively.
III. OBSERVATIONS
A nearly hexagonal Yukawa crystal (shown in Voronoi
diagram in Fig. 1(a)) has been obtained for Γeff = 250
and κ = 1.0 using MD simulations. Multiple peaks in
radial distribution function (rdf) (Fig. 1(b)) indicate the
crystalline phase of the medium in the equilibrium. We
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FIG. 1. (a) Voronoi tesselation clearly depicting the formation
of a nearly hexagonal crystalline structure in equilibrium and
(b) Sharp multiple peaks in radial distribution function (rdf)
of the system of particles (dust grains) in equilibrium also
confirm the crystalline state of the medium. For both the
plots, we have taken Γeff = 250 and κ = 1.0.
now add an extra particle to the medium with a charge
of Qp = fQd (i.e. the charge of the inserted particle is
chosen to be f times the charge of the individual dust
grains. In our simulations, f has been varied from a
value of unity to 100). The addition of this particle can
be considered as similar to inserting a probe with a bi-
ased voltage in the medium experimentally. The inser-
tion of this particle disturbs the equilibrium and triggers
a response from the dust medium. It is observed that
when the charge of this external particle is much higher
compared to the background dust particles, a few dust
particles suffer rapid displacement (Fig. 2(a)). The col-
lective response of the medium is also observed to be
present (Fig. 2((b)-(d))), however, the speed of the par-
ticles involved in this is comparatively very slow. The
velocity quiver plot of Fig. 3((a)-(d)) also clearly shows
that a few particles move very rapidly. Their movement
through the medium generate cracks56 and defects in the
crystal structure along their path. Subsequently, they
seem to loose their kinetic energy and significantly slow
down. At their slow phase, these particles form sec-
ondary centers from where the collective response of the
dust medium emanates. These secondary centers are at
locations which are significantly separated from the re-
gion where the external particle was introduced. This is
3clearly evident from Fig. 3((b)-(d)). The highly ener-
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FIG. 2. Time lapse sequence of particle configuration in
position space after adding an extra particle with charge,
Qp = 100Qd in the system. Generation of cracks and defor-
mations in the crystal structure made by some high energetic
particles traveling through the crystal is shown in (a). The
excitation and propagation of collective modes are shown in
(b)-(d).
getic particles, which are few in number, get generated
as soon as the medium is disturbed. They are essentially
single particle scattering response from the potential dis-
turbance introduced by inserting the extra particle.
The velocity quiver plots (Fig. 3) show that few par-
ticles are ejected in random directions with very high
velocities. The fastest particle reaches furthermost from
the original disturbance as can be observed from zoomed
plot of Fig. 3(a) shown at ωpdt = 5. As these energetic
particles trace their way through the crystal, they inter-
act with the lattice. During the initial phase, they seem
to generate cracks in the crystal and also tend to generate
secondary energetic particles. As a result of such encoun-
ters, the original particle subsequently slows down. It is
observed that after losing a significant amount of energy
it creates a secondary center of collective excitation in
the medium (Fig. 3(c)).
We now try to understand the condition when the bal-
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the velocity of particles. Length of
the arrow represents velocity amplitude of the particle. The
ejection of high energetic particles in random directions is
shown in (a). These high energetic particles travel through
the medium creating cracks and defects in the crystal and
finally generates collective disturbances far from the initial
perturbation as shown in (b)-(d).
listic propagation of the energetic particle stops and it
excites collective disturbance in the medium. For this
purpose, we chose to track four distinct particles in the
order of increasing energy ( created by the initial exter-
nal disturbance in the medium). They are marked as
p1, p2, p3, p4 and are identified by in Fig. 4(a) by vari-
ous symbols. The size of the arrow associated with these
four particles has also been drawn which indicates their
respective speeds v. In Fig. 4((b)-(e)) we show the evo-
lution of R = kv/ωpd for all the four particles. Here
k = 2π/a is the wavenumber associated with the lattice
spacing a and v is the speed of the particle that one is
tracking. Hence, (kv)−1 is the typical time scale asso-
ciated with the energetic particles. When the collective
modes of the system have similar response time, then
they can get excited. It is observed that initially the
value of R = kv/ωpd is much higher than unity. After
that there is a steady decrease of kv/ωpd for each parti-
cle and ultimately it reaches the value of unity for each
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FIG. 4. (a) Shows the velocity quiver plot of particles at ωpdt = 1, after inserting an extra charged particle (red marked circle)
with Qp = 100Qd in the medium. Here the length of the arrow represents the relative amplitude of the velocity of particle.
(b)-(e) show the time evolution of frequencies associated with perturbations made by high energetic particle, (p1), (p2), (p3)
and (p4) respectively. Insets (bb)-(ee) represent the particle configurations, showing the excitation of collective disturbance
(pink marked region) caused by each of these high energetic particles ((p1), (p2), (p3) and (p4)), respectively.
of them and hovers around it. Thus only when the time
scale associated with the energetic particle movement is
similar to the collective response of the medium, the col-
lective modes get excited. The inset of the subplots ((b),
(c), (d), (e)) of Fig. 4 demonstrates it in a clear fashion.
In subplot (b) of Fig. 4 we have shown the evolution of
Rp1, where p1 is the particle with slowest speed. It can
be observed that Rp1 has already reached the value of
unity before ωpdt ∼ 10. For other three particles (viz.,
p2, p3, p4) Rpi > 1 for (i = 2, 3, 4). The inset of Fig. 4(b)
shows that while the collective response at the location
of p1 at ωpdt = 10 has already been initiated , the other
5three particles are still marching ballistically ahead in
the crystal. This gets further confirmed from the inset of
other subplots ((c), (d), (e)). For instance, in Fig. 4((c),
(d)) the inset shows the particle picture at ωpdt = 13 and
15. At these times R for all the three particles are close
to unity except the 4th particle. It should be noted that
the crystal shows collective response around all the three
particles in these subplots, except the fourth one. The
4th particle is still moving ballistically ahead. In subplot
(d) the inset is shown at ωpdt = 25. At this time even
Rp4 has touched the value of unity and it can be observed
that there are secondary collective disturbances around
this 4th particle as well. The secondary center excited by
each of the energetic particle forms at a random location
depending on the angle and velocity with which they got
scattered initially.
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FIG. 5. velocity quiver diagrams of particles after inserting
an extra particle in the medium with charge (a) Qp = Qd,
(b) Qp = 10Qd, (c) Qp = 50Qd and (d) Qp = 100Qd at
ωpdt = 20. Almost no disturbance is made in the system as
we insert the extra particle having same charge as that in the
medium as shown in (a). Collective disturbance propagating
isotropically around the point of intertion as shown in (b).
Disturbances get anisotropic for higher amount of charges as
shown in (c) and (d).
We have also investigated the role of the initial
strength of perturbation on both the collective and single
particle features by varying the charge of the extra parti-
cle which was added in the medium. It can be clearly seen
from the velocity quiver plots shown at ωpdt = 20 in Fig.
5 that when we put the extra particle having a charge
equal to the dust grains (Qp = Qd, i.e. f = 1) there
is hardly any disturbance which persists in the medium
(Fig. 5(a)). This is expected, as the extra particle is same
as the background dust grains of the medium and hence
they easily adjust in the equilibrated system. When the
charge is ten times the charge of the background dust,
merely collective response around the extra charge is ob-
served to develop. The symmetric form of the collective
disturbance around the added particle (Fig. 5(b)) bears
testimony to this.
However, with increasing charge (e.g. f = 50, 100)
the disturbances get anisotropic. The shape is essentially
governed by the paths taken by the few energetic particles
which get generated by the individual scattering events,
and which ultimately trigger the collective response from
secondary centers when their speeds get slower signifi-
cantly to match with the time scale of collective response.
A comparison of f = 50 and f = 100 shows that higher
the charge of the added particle, the secondary center
forms at a location which is further away from the origi-
nally inserted particle. This is essential because the max-
imum energy acquired by the individual scattering events
increases with the charge of the particle that has been
added in the medium.
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FIG. 6. Time lapse sequence of the snapshots of particle con-
figurations when a projectile (red marked circle) with charge
Qp = 100Qd and velocity Vyp = 1.3×10
−2 m/sec (Mach num-
ber, M = 1.41 ) moving through the medium. Single particle
scattering is shown in (a) and (b) -(d) shows the occurrence
of deformations and disturbances far ahead of the precursor
shock.
We believe that these observations, in turn, would have
far reaching consequences to many kinds of collective
phenomena that has so far been observed in the context
of dusty plasma medium. For instance, it is well known
that for a plasma which is flowing around an obstacle,
or alternatively when a highly charged projectile moves
through a plasma, shocks are formed ahead of the projec-
tile if the projectile velocity exceeds the acoustic speed.
These shocks in general move with the speed of the pro-
jectile. A charged projectile in the medium should also
elicit single particle scattering events leading to energetic
6particle generation. These faster particles can disturb
the medium ahead of the shock region which otherwise
should have remained undisturbed. We now carry out
simulations to ascertain whether this indeed happens.
We insert a charged particle in the system with Qp =
100Qd and a velocity Vyp = 1.3× 10
−2 m/sec, associated
with the Mach number, M = 1.41. The Mach number
is defined by the ratio of the projectile velocity to the
dust acoustic speed of the medium, i.e., M = Vyp/Cs.
The dust acoustic speed is first calculated as follows:
At first, a linear (small amplitude) electric field pertur-
bation (along yˆ) is given to the system to excite dust
acoustic wave. Then from the slope, (dy/dt) of the plot
of the trajectory along yˆ (after averaging in x) with re-
spect to time, we have calculated the acoustic speed of
the medium. It turns out that the dust acoustic wave
speed (Cs) of the medium for Γeff = 250 and κ = 1.0 is
equal to the 9.2× 10−3 (m/sec). It can be observed from
Fig. 6, that at ωpdt = 5 the dust particles get evacuated
from the neighborhood of the projectile and a few dust
grains acquire high velocities. They move very rapidly
away from the projectile. This is more apparent from
the velocity quiver plot of Fig. 7. A shock structure is
also observed to form ahead of the projectile. However,
the energetic particles disturb the unshocked crystalline
medium beforehand. Thus when the shock region catches
up, it encounters not the original medium but a disturbed
crystal. In these simulations also, energetic particle has
x/a
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FIG. 7. Time series of velocity quiver plots with a projectile
(red marked circle) having charge Qp = 100Qd and velocity
Vyp = 1.3× 10
−2 m/sec (M = 1.41).
a ballistic propagation in the medium in the beginning
wherein it creates cracks and defects along its path. Sub-
sequently, however, as it slows down it excites a collective
response in the medium around a point which is located
considerably apart from the position of the projectile.
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FIG. 8. Occurrence of phase transitions in a local region (red
marked quadrilateral in (b)) far-ahead of the precursor. Time
series of Voronoi diagram indicates the breaking of crystal
symmetry, as shown in (a). Time evolution of temperature of
the local region is shown in (c).
The collective excitations at these secondary centers
change the properties of the medium in the neighbor-
hood. We have illustrated this with the help of Voronoi
plots (Fig. 8(a)). The initial lattice has an ordered
hexagonal form. However, after it gets disturbed, the
lattice structure breaks down and system appears to take
a disordered form. We have also evaluated the tempera-
ture of the localized region disturbed by one of the ener-
getic particles much ahead of the projectile. In Fig. 8(c)
the time evolution of the temperature of this localized
region has been shown. It is observed that the temper-
ature of this region increases almost 30 times when the
energetic particles reach there. Subsequently, however,
the temperature appears to steadily decrease. However,
it still remains quite high (about 10 times) when the
shock associated with the projectile arrives at this lo-
cation. This would correspond to an effective Γeff = 25
for this local region. This value of Γeff corresponds to
an intermediate phase of complex fluid between liquid
and solid states, which has often been characterized as
visco - elastic medium. Thus, instead of a regular crys-
tal structure, the shock propagating with the projectile
would encounter a region of visco-elastic medium rather
than a crystal state. Thus, the propagation of precursor
solitons and/or dispersive shock, which are moving ahead
7of the projectile at comparatively slower time scale, will
encounter patches of disturbed medium in an altogether
different phase. This will effect their dynamics consider-
ably.
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FIG. 9. Time series of particle configurations of the system
when an array of 10 particles (red marked line) each with
charge, Qp = 100Qd and velocity, Vyp = 1.3 × 10
−2 m/sec
(associated Mach number, M = 1.41) moving along yˆ direction
through the medium.
We have also simulated a case with multiple projectiles,
all of them49 having the same high charge (Qp = 100Qd)
and moving with the same velocity along yˆ. This choice
helps preserve periodicity condition along xˆ direction.
Furthermore, with an increased number of such projectile
particles, one essentially mocks up a moving wire having
a potential bias (frequently used in experiments50). For
this case too one observes a few energetic particle shoot
ahead of the projectile initially creating disturbances in
the medium ahead. A planar shock gets formed which
then encounters a disturbed medium. This has been
shown in Fig. 9.
IV. SUMMARY
We have considered a dusty plasma medium for which
the dust grains interact amongst themselves via Yukawa
interaction. We have carried out MD simulations to in-
vestigate the response of such a dusty plasma medium to
an imposed disturbance. We created disturbance in the
medium by adding an extra charged (unity to 100 times
the charge in each dust particles) particle (static as well
as moving in the medium with a specified velocity). It
is observed that medium has two distinct modes of re-
sponse. The initial fast response arises through individ-
ual particles scattering by the imposed potential. Sub-
sequently, the medium also shows the collective response
in terms of acoustic waves, foreshock generation etc. It
has been observed that the scattering response can of-
ten lead to a generation of a few very energetic particles.
These particles move very rapidly in the medium. Such
fast particles, as they move ballistically in the medium
introduce cracks and defects in their paths. However,
when they slow down they invoke the collective response
in the medium in localized regions. These locations have
been termed as the secondary centers by us. The primary
centers of collective response triggered directly by the ad-
ditional high charged particles subsequently catches up
with these secondary centers and encounters a disturbed
medium. This influences their subsequent development.
It has thus been shown by our simulations that the
dusty plasma responds to any externally imposed dis-
turbances in two distinct ways. These are single particle
scattering events (often leading to the generation of
energetic particles) as well as the collective response.
Subsequently, however, the overall evolution strongly
depends on the interplay of these two responses in the
medium.
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